


MAF’s life-saving work wouldn’t exist without the 
prayers of faithful believers across the world 

Will you join them by remembering our pilots, partners 

and planes this week? 

Use these short reflections to pray for some of the people 

and places you’ve seen on your Discovery journey. 

Thank you for praying for MAF.

<<< 56425-6658785-44455222 >>>>

 
The people of South Sudan wake 

daily to raging temperatures, political 

insecurity and the threat of possible 

bloodshed. Millions of dwellings lie 

empty and refugee camps are bursting 

with families far from home.

• that the historic peace deal agreed in summer 

2018 will continue to hold

• that food will be sped to those who are hungry 

• for protection over MAF and other agencies 

delivering essential help.



 
Many people living in 

remote, rural villages 

lack access to life’s 

basic necessities. 

• for the process of opening remote 

airstrips, offering a lifeline for more 

vulnerable communities 

• for our regular safari flights, which 

transport medical and evangelistic 

teams to areas in desperate need

• that Tanzania’s Maasai people 

will open their hearts to receive 

God’s love.

 
Behind the apparent 

vistas of paradise, 

Madagascar hides 

some of the highest 

levels of malnutrition 

in the world. People 

without adequate 

food or medical care 

barely survive. 

• for our MAMAFY project, which is 

‘sowing seeds’ of God’s love in areas 

otherwise unreached by the Gospel 

• for MAF’s partnership with 

Good News Hospital and other 

organisations working to improve 

the extremely basic healthcare 

provision in rural areas

• that MAF’s team remains strong both 

physically and spiritually.

 
 

Tribal conflict 

claims precious lives 

and leaves many 

families living in fear 

and darkness.

• that the light of Christ will shine in 

the darkness

• for safety as our pilots negotiate 

some of the most challenging 

airstrips on earth 

• that experienced pilots and ground 

crew will respond to God's call to join 

our team to meet growing needs.



  
 

 
MAF employs more than 

1,400 people across the 

world – 75% from local 

communities. Many 

have amazing stories of 

how they came to join 

our mission.

• for families preparing to move overseas and begin a new 

life in a developing country

• that local staff will be a witness to communities that don’t 

know Jesus

• for pilots, aircraft maintenance engineers, managers and 

operational staff to fill the many MAF vacancies worldwide.

 
In this vast and diverse 

region of the world, 

many countries live with 

the constant fear of 

natural disaster and easily 

preventable diseases 

are deadly.

• for the growing Yolŋu Church in Arnhem Land and for 

MAF’s part in supporting and participating in local Christian 

ministry 

• for the next critically-ill patient we collect in Timor-Leste 

who needs urgent medical help

• for protection for those who are at the mercy of frequent 

cyclones in Bangladesh.

 
 

MAF’s little planes fly 

thousands of miles every 

year in some extraordinary 

conditions. Many hours of 

dangerous overland travel 

are saved, enabling people 

to receive the help they 

need to survive.

• for all our aircraft which take off and land on water, 

mountains and desert every six minutes – for safety and 

protection on every flight

• that aircraft undergoing essential maintenance will be back 

in the air as quickly as possible

• for the newest member of our fleet in South Sudan – a 

Cessna Grand Caravan, donated by generous supporters 

across the UK.


